ABSTRACT While social network services have become popular platforms where large amounts of user-generated content are published, individuals, election campaigns, and political organizations leverage the services to publish, promote, and exchange political messages. However, sometimes, political discussions resulted in heated debates, doxing, and even cyberbullying. These conflicts may decrease the engagement of users and prevent them from publishing articles with apparent political orientation. To help users to post political opinion among the Internet freely, in this paper, we employ the concept of deniable encryption to generate neutral-like articles composed of two critics toward both sides of the discussion, while one of the critics is the actual message from the author to particular recipients. For receivers who know the credential information (e.g., key and codebook), they can communicate with each other by extracting the real information from the neutral-like articles. For people with the opposite stand, they cannot claim the message that is supporting specific political entity, as it contains disapproval to both stands; besides, they cannot prove that which part of the message is the plaintext even if they intercept the messages. We provide a generalized process of our proposal and present a practical scenario using transcripts, Facebook posts of Donald Trump, and posts of Hillary Clinton to demonstrate the usability of our scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social media and network sites have been used for individuals, the government, and political organizations to convey advocacy, promote election candidates, and monitor the public opinion. With the increasing population of such platforms, conflicting behaviors and disputes also affect the media systems. For example, some users may try to argue with those people who publish political articles with different political orientations. They may debate with the author; more severely, they try to attack, survey and release private information about the authors without their permission (i.e., doxing), and even cyberbullying [1] , [2] . From the investigation of the political discussions on social media sites, we observe some users may feign neutrality to publish materials which seems to be criticizing both sides of the talks. For example, we often see starting sentences of political-related articles as follows: ''First, I am politically neutral, . . . '' or ''I am not a
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supporter of X Party, . . . ''. These authors use such wording to express that they are politically neutral, and they disguise their actual positions or attitudes toward the topic to avoid potential online conflicts.
According to the observation, considering users facing such aggressive activities, some users may keep publishing to convince or argue for their stands, while some other users would hide their actual orientations when posting. For those users who take social media as a channel to express their feelings rather than to convince others, they may even decrease their engagement or even leave the platform, as described in the spiral of silence theory [3] - [5] . If more users keep leaving the platforms, the opinions on the platform may be in an echo chamber and could result in biased conversations [6] . To address this issue, in this study, we attempt to provide a channel for users to disseminate their opinion freely using deniable steganography. In our design, we generate an article which is not easy for people to distinguish its political leaning, i.e., a counterfeit neutrality article, and containing the desired message in it. These articles include criticisms toward both sides of the discussion to help users avoid potential attacks from users with the opposite stand. Moreover, we leverage the deniable features to enable particular recipients to extract the desired message from the article. Thus, users with the same attitudes can discuss with each other using our design without revealing their stands publicly. The major steps of this study can be described as follows: 1) Generate neutral-like messages containing criticism to both sides of the discussion. 2) Build a codebook for the recipients to decrypt the message and extract the designated paragraphs.
3) Improve the readability of the derived neutral-like articles of our proposal.
To realize our design, we start by collecting a series of critics on a particular topic/political figure. These pieces construct a corpus for generating articles. Next, as the generated outcomes should look like neutral comments criticizing both sides of the discussion, we will select two suitable paragraphs from the corpus; one is the desired message we want to transmit (the author can write this message), and the other one is used to neutralize the stands of the whole text. To enable the recipient to extract the actual paragraph from the entire article, we conceal a ''keyword'' in the text as the extraction key and build a codebook which contains many pairs of keywords and binary numbers. From the codebook, the recipients can search the corresponding binary number of the keyword, indicating which part of the content is the actual message, to retrieve the message. These deniable designs enable the author to deny the article has particular political stands, as it contains two critics. For aggressive users with different leanings, they cannot claim that the material is supporting specific entity if the author and recipients destroyed the codebook. Also, though some neutral-like articles are generated through our design, all recipients in the same user group (owning the codebook) can correctly decrypt the stegotext, retrieve the actual message, and acknowledge the author of the article. Thus, our mechanisms keep the accountability and non-repudiation for every user in the group.
To demonstrate our proposal, we collect the public posts of the two major candidates of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Donald Trump, and Hillary Clinton, for demonstration. We not only generated a stegotext consisting of two criticisms (one is the desired message) but also demonstrate the keyword selection, the language editing, and the paragraph composing step by step. Finally, we present the derived politically neutral article and show the details of the research outcome.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly introduce the backgrounds of deniable encryption, text steganography, election cyber armies among the Internet, and cyberbullying. The overview of our design, formalized processes of our proposed approach, and detailed implementation procedures are presented in Section III. In Section IV, we demonstrate our concept in a practical scenario using the 2016 presidential election of the U.S. We discuss the underlying concepts of our design, related scholars and findings of our objectives, and potential issues to approach in Section V. We conclude our research in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
This work is motivated from the multidisciplinary concepts of deniable encryption, text steganography, election cyber armies, cyberbullying, and online conflicts. In this section, we review the previous works in these disciplines.
A. DENIABLE ENCRYPTION
Deniable encryption was first proposed in [7] by Ran Canetti et al. As its name suggests, deniable encryption is an encryption scheme that can keep data credential from others. However, when being coerced, the sender and the receiver can claim that the encrypted ciphertexts are from some fake messages and provide convincing evidence. 1 Thus, outsiders will be persuaded that the sender and the receiver talk something different from the real messages and the real messages remain secrecy.
There are lots of deniable encryption schemes proposed, and we describe them as follows. In [7] , Canetti et al. built a translucent set to develop a deniable encryption scheme. A translucent set is a set that contains a trapdoor subset. It is hard to determine if an element belongs to the subset or not without the trapdoor. Following the same idea, some researchers proposed different approaches to construct translucent sets. Dürmuth and Freeman [8] used the samplable encryption to develop the translucent set. O'Neill et al. [9] made use of lattice to construct bi-translucent set for bi-deniability. Klonowski et al. enhanced the scheme of Canetti et al. for supporting messages at any depth [10] .
Besides the translucent set based solutions, some other approaches can be used to build deniable encryption schemes. O'Neill et al. [9] made use of the trapdoor voting technique to provide deniability. By controlling the voting result, the decryption outcome can be opened to different messages. Gasti et al. [11] proposed a deniable encryption scheme with two public-private key pairs while claiming one. When being coerced, the sender and receiver can determine which key pair should be released. Based on this similar idea, Chi and Lei [12] developed a deniable encryption scheme which is based on composite order groups to create additional space for the second key pair. Moreover, Chi et al. first proposed a concept called consistency since one key may be used multiple times. Ibrahim used the quadratic residuosity problem to construct a deniable encryption scheme [13] . Recently, Canetti et al. proposed a new deniability feature called off-the-record deniability [14] . The encryption scheme allows the sender and the receiver to make different claims, and the outsider cannot tell who is lying.
In this paper, we leverage this concept to generate deniable messages. Our approach is to transform a political discussion article into a deniable one. That is, the created article can be interpreted as two different stands. With the correct codebook, the reader can retrieve the actual opinion from the author. When being forced to release an article's real meaning, the author and the reader can provide a different codebook and present the stand opposite to the author. This mechanism will keep the author's freedom of speech against some forces. In addition, the article remains a neutral form during disseminating.
B. TEXT STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography is a technology that hides secrets within cover media [15] . The camouflaged work will be indistinguishable from the original media. Text steganography is a technique where the cover media is textual data, including chat messages, forum articles and so on.
There are two major methods in text steganography, the format-based approach and the meaning-based approach. Format-based approaches use different formats to hide secrets, like the number of space and the indentation size. Low et al. [16] found that the distortion on the photocopy of a document is very different in both vertical and horizontal directions. Therefore, information can be embedded into a document photocopy through customizing line shift and word shift. Huang and Yan [17] made use of the fact that inter-word distances are different in a document photocopies to hide some information. By slightly modifying the inter-word spaces, the reader can use the space difference to extract the hidden data. Following the word-shift concept, Kim et al. [18] developed the word classification feature for imperceptibility and robustness. Roy and Manasmita [19] used a combination of line shifting and word shifting methods to enhance format-based approaches. The format-based approach may not work well because modern text editors may automatically tune the text format. Thus, the embedded secret may be crashed. Therefore, this kind of researches often focuses on the document photocopies instead of digital text files.
The other approach is based on the document semantics. The semantic-based approach is an algorithm that changes the text content while retaining its original meaning. In 2007, Shirali-Shahreza and Shirali-Shahreza [20] found that lots of people used many abbreviations when text chatting over networks. They proposed an approach that hides ''0'' as an abbreviation word and ''1'' as a common word. Liu et al. [21] used correct words and typing errors to represent ''0'' and ''1''. Zheng et al. [22] applied synonyms to represent different data while keeping the same meaning. In 2016, Mulunda et al. [23] used a genetic algorithm to analyze the cover text to locate the adequate positions for hiding messages. Compared to the format-based method, the semanticbased approach is more appropriate for embedding secret messages into text.
In this paper, we propose a different approach to text steganography. In classic text steganography, the cover text is usually independent of the actual message we want to transmit. However, our idea is to generate a cover text for the given message. Therefore, the cover text is customized for some specific steganographic message instead of general messages. In this paper, when given an article for a particular political stand, our approach will generate a cover text for the opposite position to balance the sender's opinion. Then we apply a trapdoor codebook to hide a key on the article. For the reader without the trapdoor codebook, the article will be treated as a politically neutral comment. With the codebook, the reader can successfully extract the real opinion of the author. We also provide a deniability feature that with the wrong codebook, the reader will derive the opposite viewpoint.
C. ELECTION CYBER ARMIES, CYBERBULLYING, AND ONLINE CONFLICTS
With the rapid development of social network services (SNS), the sources of political information have been extended to the SNS sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and other platforms [24] - [27] . However, the increasing popularity of online political discussions also leads to frequent online disputes [28] , [29] . Some aggressive users with apparent political preferences gathered together to attack users with the opposite stands. Moreover, sometimes they may even try to search the detail of the discussants and release such private information online [30] , [31] , which we called it a ''doxing'' or ''human flesh search''. Such activities not only decrease the willingness of participation in political discussion but also result in online privacy leakage.
The abovementioned behaviors could be one form of cyberbullying. According to previous studies, aggressive activities may result in several negative consequences for the victims. Some of the victims may decrease their participation; moreover, they will feel scared and depressed [32] - [35] . More severely, due to the ubiquitous access and anonymity of online social platforms, cyberbullying can be even harmful than physical disputes to the sufferers as they cannot run away from the attacks [36] . While social platforms and interactions become popular, such disputes could happen more frequently. According to the spiral of silence theory [3] - [5] , some users may become silent or even leave the platform. Consequently, the discussion on the platform may become one-sided and biased. Such a phenomenon would be harmful to both the platform and users.
To address this issue, in this study, we propose a countermeasure toward such aggressive users using deniable encryption and text steganography concepts. According to our design, online discussants can hide their actual messages inside a politically neutral article. When publishing such content, our design can benefit authors to avoid denouncements from the opposite; for the actual recipients with the same stand, they can use the pre-defined codebook to extract the actual messages and communicate with each other freely and publicly. 
III. OUR PROPOSAL
The objective of our proposal is to use deniable techniques to conceal the real political message inside a neutral article. To hide the actual political message, our method enables the author to create a commentary containing two messages; one is for the opposite-side supporters and the other one is for the designated recipients. By our system, the author can publish the generated stegotext online and claim that this article is apolitical.
In the practical scenario, we define the opposite-side supporters as the cover receiver and the first part of the stegotext as the carrier stegotext. Next, the author concatenates the real message with the carrier stegotext. For the cover receiver, they see the two parts of stegotext with criticizing both political entities, while the real receiver can extract the real message from the stegotext using our predefined ''keyword'' and ''codebook''. Benefiting from our design, the political leanings of the generated stegotext can be indistinguishable. Therefore, even if an outsider claims that the cover receiver and the carrier stegotext are not the actual target and message, they cannot prove the stegotext has a political tendency. Also, the real receivers can deny that the message is intended for them.
A. OVERVIEW
Our proposal is composed of six major components, as shown in Figure 1 . From data collection to stegotext generation, we describe our design in detail as follows:
• Collect political discussion (critics/editorials) from media. We crawl articles, columns, comments, and speech transcripts from mass media and social network sites of political celebrities. To identify political-related items, we perform text analysis to ensure the articles include the names of political entities (individuals, parties, or public policies). While an article contains paragraphs which blame particular entities, we include it into the data collection as a database for the stegotext generation.
• Extract essential words and build the codebook. In this step, for each candidate, we construct their corpus containing transcript and articles delivered by them. From the corpus, we extract essential words from each political entity. We use TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) method [37] to obtain essential words rather than stop words from the corpus. These keywords are concealed and used to extract the desired message in the stegotext. To achieve this goal, we build a codebook consisting of many keyword-number pairs.
For those who are verified to receive the actual message, we distribute the codebook to them. The recipients can extract particular paragraph as the actual message from the stegotext according to the keyword-number pair in the codebook.
• Writing introduction and concealing keys. According to our design, the stegotext (the article to publish) will include two paragraphs of political comments. The first paragraph is criticizing entity A, while the second part is blaming entity B. We produce an introduction paragraph as the opening of the article and conceal the designated keyword as the ''key'' inside the introduction. While VOLUME 7, 2019 extracting actual messages, the receiver searches if a word is in the text and check the corresponding code in the codebook. If the code is ''1,'' the actual message is the first paragraph; while the code is ''2'', it is in the second paragraph.
• Generate an article to blur political leaning. We combine the introduction with the concealed keyword, two paragraphs criticizing politician A and B, and a transition paragraphs as the derived stegotext. We also perform language modifications such as avoiding usage of personal pronouns and adding adverbs to improve the readability of the generated article. According to the above steps, while the recipients retrieve the article, they can use the predefined codebook to look up which part of the message is the exact plaintext, and they can claim that they are neutral or supporting the other side when the adversary intercepts the message and charge them. The design achieves the deniable concept that the sender can deny the existence of plaintext in the stegotext. Also, the adversary cannot prove that the plaintext exists if the codebook is destroyed.
B. FORMAL DEFINITION
A series of functions construct our proposed system. In the following paragraphs, we demonstrate the formalized definition of each function. 
where n w i ,a j is the occurrence of word w i in article a j , and |a j | is the number of words in article a j .
To calculate the inverse document frequency IDF w i ,Corp k , for every article a j in Corp k , the inverse document frequency of word w i in article a j is defined as Eq 2.
where |Corp k | is number of articles in Corp k , and |{a j ∈ Corp k : w i ∈ a j }| indicate the number of articles containing w i in Corp k . According to Eq 2, we derive the inverse document frequency of word w i in Corp k . 
The key generation function will randomly select an exclusive keyword for each extracted keyword lists, W 1 and W 2 , as SK 1 and SK 2 . These keywords are used for decrypting the actual part of the stegotext supporting P 1 or P 2 .
5) IntroGen(I , SK 1 , SK 2 ) → I : Given a set of introductory paragraphs I and a designated secret key selecting from SK 1 or SK 2 , this function will select a paragraph from I , conceal the keyword, and derive an updated introduction I ' as the opening of the stegotext. 6) TransGen(T , P 1 , P 2 ) → T : Given a series of transition adverbs T and the names of political entities P 1 , P 2 , this function will randomly choose a paragraph and fill in P 1 /P 2 within it to derive the transition paragraph T . This paragraph is used to concatenate the two critics to P 1 and P 2 . 7) StegoSetup(Corp 1 , Corp2) → {S 1 , S 2 }: The step selects two articles as the two sub-stegotext S 1 and S 2 from Corp 1 and Corp2. 8) StegoEdit(S 1 , S 2 ) → {S 1 , S 2 }: To improve the readability, the algorithm replaces all political entity's names by personal pronouns (He/She/It) and generates S 1 and S 2 . 9) StegoGen(I , S 1 , T , S 2 ) → Stego: The last step is to generate the full stegotext including an introduction I , the first critic (first sub-stegotext S 1 criticizing P 1 ), the transition paragraph T , and the second critic (second sub-stegotext S 2 criticizing P 2 ). From the above design, steps CorpGen, KeyWordExt, and KeyGen process the textual analysis part. SteSetup, IntroGen, and TransGen prepare the materials constitute the final stegotext. Steps KeyGen and IntroGen construct the deniable function which embeds the generated decryption key inside the introduction paragraph. StegoGen encrypt the actual message and the cover message for particular users and the opposite. Our techniques are established on the indistinguishable content between S 1 and S 2 , where these two paragraphs should present strong critics toward the opposite group. Based on this, SK 1 can be used to decrypt Stego and derive the actual message S 1 . According to the design, the sender can suggest that the stegotext is derived from S 2 for the opposite supporters, the cover receiver; while the real messages S 1 is for the actual receivers of the same political stands.
C. IMPLEMENTATION
The corresponding implementations of our design, from CorpGen to StegoGen, are described as follows.
1) CorpGen(P 1 , P 2 , Corp) → {Corp 1 , Corp2}: In this step, we construct the corpus by collecting articles from social media, news websites, and other political opinions. Note that we prefer critics to certain political entities because such articles can help us to neutralize article and disguise the political leaning. From the gathered articles, given two names of political entities, we filter the subsets containing critics toward the two entities for the following steps. 2) KeyWordExt(ρ, Corp 1 , Corp2) → {W 1 , W 2 }: According to the above formal definitions, we set a threshold ρ and compute each word's average TF-IDF value of the two corpus Corp 1 and Corp 2 according to Eq 3 and Eq 4. Next, we pick the top K keywords which are the most essential keywords of the corpus, and the average TF-IDF values of them should exceed ρ. In the demonstration in Section IV, we set ρ as 0.25 and K as 20 (users can set different ρ and K to get another list). We denoted the derived keyword lists as W 1 One of the two keywords will be selected and embedded in the introduction paragraph as the decryption key. Recipients who have the codebook can search the keyword and retrieve the actual message. 5) IntroGen(I , SK 1 , SK 2 ) → I : We determine the keyword SK to be embedded in the paragraph by selecting one from SK 1 and SK 2 . Next, for composing the introductory paragraph, we gather a series of political neutral sentences to approach it. The sentence set I contains many sentences, such as ''I have no preference on both candidates, X and Y. However, I and my families always care about the beautiful future of our country''. These sentences contain two parameters, X and Y. We select the sentences containing SK and substitute the X and Y parameters with the names of the two candidates. 6) TransGen(T , P 1 , P 2 ) → T : As the IntroGen step, in transition paragraph generation, we collect a series of transition sentences such as ''On the other hand, X is not good, too.'' We substitute the parameter X with the target of the second critic. For example, if the first paragraph is a critic to politician P 1 , the X is replaced by P 2 . 7) StegoSetup(Corp 1 , Corp2) → {S 1 , S 2 }: The step chooses one or two criticisms from the corpus as the two sub-stegotexts. For demonstration, we can select two criticisms toward two different candidates. In the practical use, when a user writes critics to P 1 , our system selects the opinion from the corpus of P 2 . The selection can be based on the popularity or the occurrence of criticizing words (representing strong emotions).
To make the retrieved sub-stegotext more readable and smoother, we perform automatic language editing by replacing the names of political entities with personal pronouns (He, She, His, Her, Him, . . .). This can be achieved by searching ''X'' and ''X's'' words inside the sub-stegotext, where X is the candidate's name. 9) StegoGen(I , S 1 , T , S 2 ) → Stego: We concatenate the introduction paragraph, the first sub-stegotext (from the corpus or written by the author), the transition paragraph, and the second critic (from the corpus or written by the author) as the derived stegotext of our design.
IV. PRACTICAL SCENARIO: 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF THE U.S.
Currently, in many countries, the elected representatives in legislature mostly belong to one of the two major parties, while the third parties seldom win seats during the election, and we called it the two-party system. In these nations, the public opinion, stands of media, even the political propensity of citizens are usually polarized. For example, in the U.S., the Republican Party and the Democratic Party are the two major parties in the system, and some mass media organizations are also considered to be pro-Republican and pro-Democratic [38] - [40] . Under the background, here we present a practical scenario of our proposal using the context of 2016 presidential election of the U.S.
A. DATA COLLECTION
We collect the posts on the public and verified Facebook pages of the two candidates of 2016 presidential elections of the U.S., the former U.S. One of the essential steps in our proposal is to find the important keyword frequently used by a political entity. From the dataset, we investigate the necessary and representative words used by the two political figures. According to Table 1 , we observe 3,617 distinct words used by Trump while 3,997 unique words for Clinton. The median values of # word per post of the two candidates are 24 and 20 words.
B. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TEXTS
According to our proposal, we extract the top words from the corpus of the two different political entities as the ''keyword''. The words enable the recipients to extract the actual message from the stegotext (i.e., published apolitical article). In this paragraph, we demonstrate the statistical analysis of the two corpus. We use three steps to explore the mutual/exclusive words between the two entities. 1) Zipf's Law. Zipf's law, proposed by George Kingsley Zipf [41] , describes that in a large sample of words used, the frequency of every word is inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency table. In Figure 2 , we observe Trump and Clinton online words usage generally follows the previous offline theory. However, we find some deviations at the high/low rank of both entities. In the high-rank part, it is common for a candidate to use fewer rare words for approachable communication online. In the lower rank deviation, we find both candidates use a lower percentage of the most common words than the prediction of the Zipf's law. We consider it is reasonable as the online posts should be concise, accurate, and meaningful for communication; thus, redundant words may be removed in social media posts. 2) Exclusive/Mutual Words. We next investigate the common and private words used by Trump and Clinton on Facebook. In Figure 3 , we demonstrate the percentage of common word appeared in their posts. In the figure, words near the red line represent the same percentage in Trump's and Clinton's corpus, while words away from the line are used much more by one candidate. From the figure, we find Clinton tend to use more names (Hillary, Clinton, Trump) and words related to her campaign theme such as ''rights'', ''women'', '''democracy' in her posts. In contrast, Trump's theme mainly focuses on the economics so that we can find ''deal'', ''jobs'', and ''tax'' are used more frequently in his posts. According to the results, we assure the two candidates have their own words which can be concealed as ''keywords'' in our design. table) . From the table, we find the most of the top 20 essential words from the two users are quite distinct; only ''happy'' is the mutual word.
C. FIND EXCLUSIVE WORDS AS KEYWORDS AND BUILD CODEBOOK
According to the previous report of the textual analysis about Trump's and Clinton's Facebook pages, we extract essential words to build the codebook. The codebook can be arranged as follows:
1) We count the number of paragraphs will be contained in the stegotext. The number can be two to more. For the simplest example, the stegotext will include at least two paragraphs which criticize both sides. 2) From the number of paragraphs n, we build a codebook containing many entries of number-word pairs, where the number in such pairs ranges from 1 to n. According to the textual analysis in Figure 4 , we construct a codebook based on the extracted essential words. 3) As ''happy'' is the mutual keyword of the two entities, the codebook does not include ''happy.'' The binary number affiliated with the word is used to indicate which part of the stegotext is the actual message. The derived codebook is shown in Table 2 . In this example, we use exclusive words to build the codebook for users to extract messages from deniable articles. To hide the keyword, we write a brief introduction paragraph containing an exclusive word as the key to helping the recipient to retrieve the actual message.
For example, we write a section as follows: I have no preference on both candidates, Trump and Clinton. However, I and my families always care about the beautiful future of our country. From the above paragraph, we use the particular word ''beautiful'' as the key for the recipient to obtain the actual message we want to transmit. When an adversary intercepts the communication, it cannot prove that which part of the message is the plaintext if the codebook is destroyed, as the stegotext contains critics toward both parties. According to the politically neutral feature, we can achieve the deniable characteristics of the stegotext.
D. COLLECTING MATERIALS FOR STEGOTEXT
To compose a stegotext for demonstration, we collect news, speech transcripts, and editorials mentioning the two candidates from different sources including both social media and mass media. The collected articles should meet two criteria: 1) the content of news/editorials should contain at least one political figure's name, and 2) the articles contain critical words that make it easy for readers to realize who is blamed. In this work, we focus on the latest presidential election in the U.S., and we collect a series of articles which are criticizing the two candidates from the two major parties, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. From the articles, we select two transcripts about the two candidates as an example for demonstration. For criticism toward Clinton, we use Donald Trump's speech criticizing Hillary Clinton on foreign policy in 2016 [42] . For arguing Trump, we take Mitt Romney's speech on Donald Trump in 2016, 3 as the source of the stegotext. The details of the two transcripts are displayed in Table 3 . Our goal is to generate a neutral-like article containing these two paragraphs but transmit the left panel one to the specified recipients.
E. LANGUAGE EDITING
Next, we perform some word/phrase substitutions to make the stegotext smoother and more readable. Items we adjust/substitute are described as follows:
• Personal pronouns: Paragraphs we used in the stegotext may contain some personal pronouns which may be confusing for readers such as He/She, His/Her. To make the generated article more readable, we substitute the personal pronouns presented in a sentence with the referent's name.
• Transition adverbs: Because the goal of such stegotext is to conceal the political stands of the message while publishing on the social media, we add proper transition adverbs (e.g., on the other hands, however) or transition paragraphs to concatenate the two critics. These phrases help the stegotext to be more neutral as the article criticize both sides.
• Paragraph length: As our goal is to conceal the political tendency of the message, it is not suitable to select two paragraphs that one paragraph is quite more extended than the other. Thus, our method will slightly remove some sentences from paragraphs to make them more balanced.
F. DERIVED STEGOTEXT
We concatenate the introduction paragraph containing the key, the first paragraph of critics about Hillary Clinton, and the second paragraph criticizing Donald Trump, to construct the stegotext. These sections are shown in Table 4 . From the table, we list every adjustment and the derived paragraphs. The final stegotext is composed of four parts, the introduction, the first paragraph, the transitional paragraph, and the second paragraph. The key we hide in this example is ''beautiful''; according to the codebook shown in Table 2 , the actual message we want to transmit to the recipient is the first paragraph.
V. DISCUSSIONS
According to the previous studies about online conflicts and cyberbullying, the victims may have many negative consequences not only decrease their participation but also being scared and depressed [32] - [35] . Moreover, because the ubiquitous access and anonymity of the online environment, victims cannot escape cyberbullying, and the cyberbullying can be even harmful than physical conflicts [36] . With the increasing usage of social platforms, such disputes could happen more frequently as platforms enable people to share their thoughts, convince others, and even criticize the opposite easily. However, not all users take social media as the battlefield. Some users may just use it to express their feelings and attitudes. While facing aggressive users and becoming a victim of cyberbullying, they may leave the websites. Thus, this study attempts to provide a neutral-like article generation to help users publish their thoughts freely and avoid to be the targets of aggressive users. From the findings of our practical demonstration in Section IV, we discuss the current method and related approaches as follows.
A. CODEBOOK CONSTRUCTION
According to the results, we identify the top words of each candidates using the average TF-IDF method. These words are used to construct the codebook as shown in Table 2 . From the table, we can find only ''happy'' is the common word of the two entities. Currently, we build the codebook using the exclusive words, e.g., ''beautiful'' refers to that the first paragraph is the actual message. However, another algorithm is to use mutual words to build the codebook. As the adversarial may be aware of the stegotext when they see an exclusive word used by a particular politician, using common words can avoid them to observe this. However, a major disadvantage of using common words is that the list could include a lot of ''stopwords'' for the codebook. While generating paragraphs, we may use many stopwords in a single paragraph and that will confuse recipient to decrypt the message.
B. TOPIC SUITING
In the current design, the introduction and transition paragraphs are generated using a rule-based approach. The automation can be achieved by substituting the names of involved political entities. However, how to write more attractive sentences and suit the ''topic'' of the article are challenging issues. One potential approach is using topic models to categorize the theme of each article in the corpus. When the main theme of the critics is determined (e.g., foreign policy), we can use the related words that appeared in the articles of similar topics and compose the introduction and transition paragraphs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Online political disputes between users and organizations are crucial issues for online community management. Aggressive users may act fiercely to those who are on the opposite side of the discussion. Their actions sometimes prevent users from publishing different opinions on social forums. Motivated by the abovementioned kinds of media content, in this study, we propose to leverage the above message forms to integrate the deniable concept on such textual content on social media sites. We propose a deniable steganography approach to conceal message within a politically neutral article. We start by collecting a series of transcripts and public posts which are against specific political entities. Using such politician-generated content, we produce a series of apolitical articles which pretends to criticize two political groups. To determine which part of the message is the message to transmit, we build a codebook which contains many pairs of keywords and numbers. While the recipients acquire the message, they can find the embedded word and check the codebook to determine which part of the message is the plaintext. The design enables the sender to pretend as neutral. Besides, the cyber armies of the different campaign (adversaries) cannot prove that the plaintext exists (or which part of the article to be transmitted) if the codebook is destroyed.
In this study, we provide a series of formal processes to generate an article censuring both sides as neutral but containing specific political messages in it. In addition to the algorithm of our proposal, we also present a practical example based on the transcripts and Facebook posts of the two major political celebrities. In the demonstration, we derive an article which looks like criticizing both sides of the Democratic Party and GOP, but actually transmit particular part of the messages to the recipient. According to the sample, users can claim they are publishing neutral articles to avoid attacks from aggressive users. Benefiting from this design, they can feel free to share different opinions among social forums with the audience having the same attitudes.
Even though we have proposed the framework and demonstrate an example using the method, many issues also occur and need to be addressed in the following studies for improvement. Topics we plan to investigate and conquer in the future work are listed below:
• Select articles with similar topics: To achieve a better concealing, we should not place two unrelated paragraphs inside a stegotext. Thus, a more accurate topic modeling technique should be employed in the design to cluster articles with similar topics.
• Handle ironical sentences: If we accidentally select ironic articles which lead to blaming the same side of the discussion, our system may be broken. However, identifying such sarcastic content and sentences is challenging. Developing a method to remove sarcastic content will help the proposal to be more dependable.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Facebook Posts. The post content of the two Facebook Pages, Donald J. Trump and Hillary Clinton, used in the analysis of this manuscript can be downloaded here.
